CASE STUDY
Salisbury Plain Transit Solution
Salisbury Plain is the largest military training
area in the UK. The first formal purchase for
military training was made in 1898; as a result
of restricted public access, the Plain has many
areas recognised as Sites of Special Scientific
Interest, which require a particularly informed
and considerate approach when any work is
undertaken.
Landmarc worked alongside the Defence Infrastructure
Organisation (DIO) and the Royal Engineers to enable a safer
more efficient use of the training estate for contemporary
military training, while ensuring that this special environment is
protected.

The challenge
A proposed improvement to the estate required the upgrading
of tracks and crossings on the Eastern side of Salisbury Plain,
to allow the site to become more accessible to heavy tanks
and general military usage. Our provision of elemental support
meant working with a constant consideration of the site’s core
usage, tight timings, budget and the environmental impact
of any work we undertook. The success of this project was
completely dependent on our ability to collaborate with clients
and contractors and demanded our flexible, experienced
approach to support services.

The solution
Landmarc’s task in the project included the design and build of
3.5 kilometres of new track, the resurfacing of 14 kilometres of
existing track, five tank crossings and the establishment of a
new link road in an active airfield. The new track required the
laying of 60,000 tonnes of aggregate; this in itself was a large
undertaking, but in conjunction with severe weather consistently
dropping below freezing and a deadline to complete within the
financial year, it becomes a far more complicated issue.
The success of this project relied on Landmarc’s ability to
collaborate effectively with a number of parties and manage
and deliver efficient processes. This included organised
communications such as consulting the Local Authority
Highways Department, to ensure where tanks cross Authorityowned roads all legislation and local agreements were met.

The benefits
As always it was essential to never disrupt the core activity of
the site; Landmarc managed the project around the demanding,
year round schedule of brigade exercises, without affecting the
delivery date. Landmarc can bring this experience to assist in
the development of any training area.
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